
SENOR NOTARIO: 

The book of deeds in charge, please insert one of the Constitution of the company Alchemy and 

exploitation mining SAN JUAN ALQUIEXMI S.A., which is given to the tenor of the following 

clauses: 

FIRST: Present-are brought to the celebration of this writing: to) the Association community 

MINERA SAN JUAN, represented by the Lord Franklin Horacio Carrillo Cevallos, in his capacity as 

Manager, according to appointment granted in his favor, which is added to this script. (b) the 

company ALCHEMY MINING GROUP INC., represented by the Lord Franklin Horacio Carrillo 

Cevallos, in his capacity as legal representative, according to granted in his favor, which is added 

to this script. 

Second: Wills-the present declaration declare that they constitute as indeed they do, Alchemy 

and exploitation MINERA SAN JUAN ALQUIEXMI S.A. company, which must be subjected to the 

provisions of this Statute, companies law and Civil Codes and trade and agreements of the 

parties. 

THIRD: STATUTE OF THE COMPANY.-TITLE FIRST: NAME, ADDRESS, SUBJECT, AND TIME. Article 

one: name-the society is called Alchemy and exploitation MINERA SAN JUAN ALQUIEXMI S.A.  

Article two: Home-the main domicile of the company is in the province of Guayas, Guayaquil 

canton.   

Article three: SOCIAL object.-company will be devoted exclusively to the exploitation of mines 

and quarries, extraction, production, marketing, storage, export, industrialization, distribution, 

research and development, promotion, training, advisory, brokerage, investment, construction, 

recycling and import of ores, precious metals, gold, silver and Platinum, within the national level, 

subject to the provisions of the Mining Act and its regulations , and the provisions issued by the 

competent bodies in this matter.  To meet the purpose, the company may sign all kinds of civil 

contracts and... business permitted by law, related to its corporate purpose.  Article four: Term-

the term of duration of the company is of thirty years from the date of registration of the deed 

of incorporation of the company in the commercial register of the canton Guayaquil.  The 

deadline may be extended or restricted as well as dissolve advance prior resolution of the 

General meeting of shareholders, and compliance with other legal requirements.  

TITLE SECOND: CAPITAL, SHARES AND SHAREHOLDERS. Article five: capital-subscribed capital of 

the company is of eight hundred dollars from United States of AMERICA (USD 800.00 $), divided 

into eight hundred nominative and ordinary shares of one dollar each, listed zero zero one to 

the 19th century including. 

Article six: Actions-society titles delivered to each shareholder the corresponding titles of 

actions, which will be signed by the Chairman and the Manager of the company, or by those 

who exercise the legal representation.  When actions are not released, the company will deliver 

their provisional certificates shareholders who meet the relevant legal requirements.  The titles 

of actions and provisional licences may cover one or more actions. 

ARTICLE seven: Cancellation of titles-in case of loss or destruction title or a provisional 

certificate, company may provide the cancellation of the degree or certificate, prior compliance 



with the legal formalities, and have that you would a new shareholder.  Void terminate all rights 

inherent in the title or annulled certificate.  Expenses incurred in the cancellation, as well as the 

issuance of a new one will be the shareholder account. 

 

Article eight: Condo actions.-when for any reason an action I will arrive to belong to more than 

one person, should owners appoint a proxy to represent them in the company, with all the rights 

and obligations which the law grants to shareholders. 

 

Article nine: Increase or decrease of the CAPITAL-the capital of the company may be increased 

or decreased at any time, when so remember it the General meeting of shareholders convened 

expressly for this purpose.  In the case of capital increase, the Board shall decide on payment 

thereof, in which event shareholders will have preferential rights to subscribe it in proportion to 

shares having at the time of solving the capital increase, provided that they are not in arrears in 

the payment of the former capital. 

 

Article ten: Certificate of preference-the right of preference for the subscription of shares will 

be incorporated into the certificate of preference, which may be freely negotiated in bag or 

outside it.  Such certificates shall entitle its holders or acquirers to subscribe the shares specified 

in the certificate, without additional condition, within the period of validity of the same.  

Certificates must be made available to all stakeholders, within the 15 working days subsequent 

to the date agreed upon for the capital increase. 

 

Article eleven: Representation to the shareholders-shareholders will be attended to the General 

meetings or through representatives.  In the latter case the representation shall vest by letter 

can, with character of spice, for each meeting, except in the case of legal representation or there 

is power of attorney.  Not they may represent shareholders neither the administrators nor the 

Commissioners, except in the case of legal representation. 

 

Article 12: Liability.-shareholders respond by social obligations up to the amount of the value of 

their shares subscribed. 

 

Article THIRTEEN: Book of shares and shareholders.-the company will take a book of shares and 

shareholders in which shall be entered the names of the holders of shares, as well as all transfers 

that are made.  They will have the quality of shareholders only those appearing as such in the 

aforementioned book. Transfers must comply with the requirements specified in the companies 

act. 



Article FOURTEEN: Negotiation of shares.-the company's shares are freely negotiable, without 

any limitation in this regard. 

TITLE THIRD: ECONOMIC EXERCISE, BALANCE SHEETS, RESERVES AND DISTRIBUTION OF 

PROFITS. Article fifteen: Exercise economy.-the financial year of the company shall be annual 

and end the thirty and one of December of each year. 

Article SIXTEEN: Balance sheet.-within a maximum period of three months from the close of the 

annual fiscal year, must prepare the balance sheet, statement of profit and loss and the proposal 

for distribution of profits, which will be submitted for consideration to the general meeting of 

shareholders, accompanied by a report of the Manager of the company about the economic and 

financial situation of the company and its management.  The balance sheet, statement of profit 

and loss and its annexes, the Manager and the Commissioner's report should be available to the 

shareholders at least fifteen days before the date called for the session of the general meeting, 

in order that shareholders have full prior knowledge of financial and economic movement of the 

company , for approval. 

Article SEVENTEEN: LEGAL reserve.-annual liquid utilities, once the percentage of participation 

of workers and the amount of income tax deducted will be broken down when less ten percent 

to form and increase the reserve legal company, until it becomes equal at least fifty per cent of 

the subscribed capital of the company.  When for any reason it changes to reduce the reserve, 

in the same way the above it will return it is. 

Article eighteen: Distribution of utilities-utilities liquid and carried out, the shareholders will 

allocate at least fifty percent to be distributed among the shareholders in proportion to the paid-

in capital of their actions, if the decision is unanimous, this item will be used for any other 

purpose.  In the case where the company changes to sell the shares through a public offer, 

mandatory will be distributed among the shareholders in proportion to the paid-in capital of its 

actions at least thirty per cent of the utilities liquid and made that winning in the respective fiscal 

year. 

TITLE QUARTER: GOVERNMENT, ADMINISTRATION AND LEGAL REPRESENTATION.  Article 

nineteen: Government and administration-the Government of the company will be in charge of 

the General meeting of shareholders, and the Administration in charge of the President and the 

Manager. 

Article twenty: Of the boards General.-Las together General formed by shareholders legally 

convened and gathered, is the supreme body of the company.  The General meetings of the 

company can be ordinary and extraordinary and take place at the domicile of the company.  

Ordinary general meetings of the company shall meet at least once a year within the three 

months following the completion of the financial year, to consider the puntualizados Affairs in 

the numbers two, three and four of the two hundred and thirty article and one of the companies 

act and any other matter that were on the call.  The ordinary general meeting may deliberate 

on the suspension or removal of Administrators, so the matter is no record in the order of the 

day.  Extraordinary general meetings will gather at any time, to treat only about matters 

puntualizados in the call. 



Article twenty-one: INVITATIONS to General meetings-the call to shareholders, either ordinary 

or extraordinary, be carried out by means of publication in one of the newspapers with the 

largest circulation in the domicile of the company, which will be carried out at least eight days 

prior to the date agreed upon for the realization of the session.  During this time it will not count 

the day of the publication of the call, or the day of the establishment of the Assembly. The notice 

will contain the place, day, time and the session object.  Any resolution of a matter that does 

not appear in the order of the day will be void.  Calls to shareholders must be made by the 

President or the Manager of the company.  Shareholders are entitled to vote at meetings of 

shareholders, in proportion to the amount paid for its shares, the shareholders when they 

represent at least twenty-five per cent of the subscribed capital, they may ask shareholders for 

the call. 

Article twenty-two: Universal-joints however as indicated in the previous article, the universal 

Board may meet validly anywhere in the national territory, to address various topics, whenever 

this is all paid-in capital and attendees who must sign the Act under penalty of nullity, by 

accepting the meeting unanimously and are consistent with the order of the day to be treated. 

 

Article twenty three: QUORUM-so that the general meeting of shareholders may validly gather 

in first call shall attend her who represent at least fifty per cent of paid-in capital of the company.  

If you do not attend the indicated percentage, be a second request, which will not take more 

than thirty days from the date designated for the first Assembly, in which case the session you 

can install with the number of shareholders present, must contain this particular in the call that 

is made.  Second call you may not modify the order of the first day, decisions shall be taken by 

majority vote of the concurrent session paid-in capital. 

Article 24: Special QUORUM.-so that the ordinary or extraordinary general meeting may validly 

agree the increase or reduction of capital, transformation, fusion, excision and early dissolution, 

the revival of the company in the process of liquidation, the validation and any modifications to 

the social statute, first call will have to attend the shareholders representing at least fifty percent 

of the paid-in capital of the company.  In second call, it will be necessary to comply with at least 

the members representing one third of the paid share capital.  If there is no quorum established 

after the second call, there will be a third call may in this case installed the session with 

shareholders attending. 

 

Article twenty-five: Address of the shareholders-the sessions of the general meeting of 

shareholders shall be presided over by the President of the company, in case of failure, the 

Manager will assume it, and in the absence of these it will preside over the person who for the 

purpose designated by the general meeting.  It will act as Secretary of the General meetings, the 

Manager of the company and in the absence of this appoint an Ad-hoc Secretary appointed by 

the same Board. 

Article twenty-six: Book of proceedings.-the company will have a book of minutes of the general 

meeting sessions that will be written to computer.  The proceedings will be legalized with the 



signatures of the President and the Secretary of each session will be numbered and initialled by 

the Manager of the company.  There will be a record of the sessions of the general meeting, in 

which copy of each of the records, documents, powers and letters shall have powers of 

representation shareholders. 

Article 27: Powers of the GENERAL meeting.-the general meeting has the power to resolve all 

matters relating to the social business and make decisions that they deem convenient in 

defending the interests of the company.  In addition, is the responsibility of the shareholders: 

to) appoint and dismiss the President, Manager and Commissioner main and alternate, as well 

as external auditor in the event that the company requires it.  Each for the period provided for 

in this Statute. (B) meet yearly accounts, the balance sheet and the State of economic situation 

of the company.  Reports from the Manager and curator, dictate the appropriate resolution on 

such documents.  Neither balance nor accounts may not approve is if they were not preceded 

by the report of the Commissioner. 

(C) fix the remuneration of the Chairman, Manager and Commissioner.  (D) resolve in accordance 

with the law on the distribution of social benefits. (E) resolve any matter that is submitted to 

your consideration and which relates to the progress of the company. (F) resolving on the 

cancellation of the shares. (G) agree on any change to the social contract. (H) resolve about the 

merger, transformation, increase or decrease of the capital, early dissolution and liquidation of 

the company, in which event shall appoint liquidators and fix the remuneration of the same. I) 

authorize the acts and contracts, as well as the hiring of credit whose amount exceeds eight 

hundred dollars from United States of AMERICA, without prejudice of the willing in the twelfth 

article of the law of companies. 

J) Autorizar la adquisición o enajenación de bienes muebles, así como la constitución de 

gravámenes sobre los mismos. K) Establecer los reglamentos internos que crean convenientes, 

con el carácter de obligatorios para los accionistas y el personal que de una u otra manera labora 

para la compañía.  L) Todas las demás atribuciones que le confiere la ley y el presente estatuto.   

Article 28: the President.-La junta general it shall elect the President of the company who shall 

exercise its charge for periods of five years and may be re-elected indefinitely.  To be President 

is not required to be shareholders of the company.  When the President of the entity were by 

absence or impediment, it will be replaced by the Manager. 

Article twenty-nine: Duties of the President-corresponds it to the President of the company: to) 

summon and preside over the general meeting sessions.  (B) bring knowledge of one or other 

body as the case, the issues that should be solved by them.  (C) to monitor the economic 

movement and correct administrative management.  (D) legalize with his signing the minutes of 

the meetings of shareholders.  (E) legalize with his signature the titles of shares or interim 

certificates.  (F) subrogation the Manager in all its functions in case of absence, absence or 

impediment, although there is no written communication of Manager.  (G) formulate 

regulations that believeth suitable and submit them for the approval of the general meeting.  

(H) comply with and enforce the law, statute and resolutions of the General meeting. 

 Article thirty: the Manager.-La junta general will choose the Manager of the company who shall 

exercise the immediate address of the entity and will execute the legal, statutory and regulatory 



provisions of the shareholders.  To be manager not required to be shareholders of the company 

and will remain in his position for periods of five years and may be re-elected indefinitely.  In 

case of absence, absence or impediment of the Manager, it will be replaced by the President. 

  

Article thirty-one: Duties and powers of the Manager-the Manager of the company shall have 

the following functions: to) be legal, judicial and extrajudicial representative of the company. (B) 

hold all acts and contracts, as well as maintain trade obligations, provided that it does not exceed 

eight hundred dollars from United States of AMERICA, respecting the limitations set out in this 

Statute and the powers granted by the general meeting, without prejudice to the provisions of 

article 12 of the law on companies.  (C) care under their responsibility to be carried textbooks 

required in the commercial code and the companies act.  (D) submit to the Commissioners and 

present at least once a year to the General meeting of shareholders a reasoned report, about 

the situation of company, accompanied by the balance sheet, inventory and statement of profit 

and loss as well as the budget for the following year. 

Breach of this duty will be reason enough for the shareholders agreed to its removal.  (E) take 

care to be carried properly accounting and correspondence from the company.  (F) report to the 

shareholders on the financial movement of the company.  (G) comply with and enforce the law, 

statute and resolutions of the General meeting. (H) all the powers, duties, and responsibilities 

that are in accordance with the law. 

Article thirty two: the Commissioner-general meeting shall designate a Commissioner main and 

an alternate, which examine the economic progress of the company and inform them about it.  

The Commissioners shall have all the powers and duties which the Act and regulations confer 

and impose.  They will last in his role a year, and may be re-elected indefinitely. Is the 

Commissioners prohibited to hire on their own directly or indirectly with the company. 

Article thirty three: Dissolution and liquidation.-the company of dissolve for the causes that 

determined the companies act.  In the same way of dissolved before the expiration of its term 

by a resolution of the general meeting of shareholders.  In the event of dissolution of the 

company will proceed to its liquidation, and must act as a liquidator who is exercising functions 

of Manager, except for resolution at the general meeting contrary to that date. 

Article 34: Scope operation.-mining concessions received by the company for the service of 

mining and quarrying, shall be authorized by the competent bodies of regulation and control 

mining and not constitute ownership, therefore they are not subject to negotiation. 

Article 35.-the reform of the Statute, extension or renewal of concessions and more mining 

company, be it prior favourable report from the competent bodies of the mining sector. 

 

Article 36.-the company in everything related to their social activity, shall be put to mining and 

its regulations, law and regulations on this subject given the competent bodies. 



Article thirty and seven-if due to the presentation of the service must also be observed in 

addition rules of safety, hygiene, environmental or other established by organisms, must 

previously comply. 

 

Article thirty and eight-in everything which is not stipulated in this Statute, be subject to the 

provisions of the companies Act, Civil Code and of trade, related laws and regulations. 

 

Fourth: Subscription of the SOCIAL and your integration-the capital subscribed CAPITAL of the 

company is of eight hundred dollars from United States of AMERICA (USD 800.00 $), divided into 

eight hundred shares ordinary and registered a dollar each, entirely subscribed and paid in the 

following manner: 

ACCIONISTAS 
CAPITAL SUSCRITO CAPITAL PAGADO CAPITAL TOTAL 

ACCIONES VALOR ACCIONES VALOR ACCIONES VALOR 

ASOCIACION COMUNITARIA MINERA 
SAN JUAN 400 $400 400 $400 400 $400 

ALCHEMY MINING GROUP INC. 400 $400 400 $400 400 $400 

 

In this way shareholders cash subscribed amounts equal and defined, a total of eight hundred 

actions ordinary and NOMINATIVE of a dollar of the United States of AMERICA each one, paid in 

its entirety in cash.  Thus the picture of contributions for the Constitution of the company that 

this cost is legalizes, justifying the payment with the certificate of the account of integration of 

capital attached as document enabling-is established 

 

Fifth: Representatives.-for the first statutory period refers to the Lord Franklin Horacio Carrillo 

Cevallos, to the position of Manager, respectively. 

 

Sixth: Amount-the amount is fixed at eight hundred dollars from United States of AMERICA (USD 

$800.00).-add you Mr notary other clauses of style, for the full validity of this writing. 

Ab. Ridella Izurieta Izurieta 

F.C.A. 09-1999-56 


